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A large number of new words in product reviews generated by mobile terminals are valuable indicators of the privacy preferences of customers. By clustering
these privacy preferences, sufficient information can be collected to characterize users and provide a data basis for the research issues of privacy protection.
The widespread use of mobile clients shortens the string length of the comment corpus generated by product reviews, resulting in a high repetition rate.
Therefore, the effective and accurate recognition of new words is a problem that requires an urgent solution. Hence, in this paper, we propose a method
for discovering new words from product comments based on Mutual Information and improved Branch Entropy. Firstly, by calculating the Co-occurrence
Frequency and Mutual Information between words and adjacent words, the character strings of words after pre-processing and word segmentation are
expanded left and right respectively to discover the potential word set. The candidate set of new words is obtained by means of an improved support filtering
algorithm. Finally, a new word set is built by applying an improved Branch Entropy filtering algorithm and removing old words. The experimental results
show that this method can accurately and effectively identify new words in product comments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

People are free to post comments on online shopping platforms
to express personal opinions. However, most product reviews
are fragmented and written in colloquial language. Because of
this informal expression, new words continue to emerge and
spread rapidly throughout the network. These salient features
make it challenging to recognize new words that are being used
in product reviews.

Some researchers have found that many new words often refer
to user’s privacy preferences [2,3], and that some new words are
indicative of the user’s age, personality, occupation, etc. For
example, young people like to use popular new words online,
and people in computer-related industries like to use computer
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terminology, etc. Hence, the clustering of words that a user
tends to use for online comments can identify and summarize
the characteristics of users, which is an important aspect of
processing privacy protection [4,5].

Moreover, new words often reveal a lot of critical information
about the user such as emotions, attitudes, and opinions. The
new words extracted from online shopping platforms [6–8]
can provide the basis for market analysis and user satisfaction
surveys. It is also a crucial part of determining the quality of
work. Therefore, how to effectively recognize new words in the
review text according to the characteristics of product reviews is
an important task in natural language processing.

To solve this problem, it is necessary to conduct a compre-
hensive examination of the characteristic of product reviews
and to identify new words according to these characteristics.
When attempting to recognize new words in product reviews,
traditional new-word recognition methods have the following
shortcomings:

1. According to a large number of corpus statistics, the word-
formation patterns of new words are divided into 11 types.
These three single-word phrases, “1 + 1”, “1 + 1 + 1”
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Figure 1 Procedure for new word recognition in product reviews.

and “1+1+1+1”, are commonly used in word-formation
patterns. They account for most of the new word formation,
but other multi-word word formation patterns, such as “1+
2”, “2 + 1”, and “3 + 1”, also account for a large part of the
formation patterns of new words. Consequently, effectively
identifying multi-word formations of new words is a crucial
issue.

2. In the process of word formation, the difficulty of word
formation for different numbers of words is different.
However, the standard filtering method has a good effect
on high-frequency two-word new words, but not on low-
frequency multi-word new words.

3. The language used in product reviews tends to be too
colloquial and fragmented, which leads to many new
words often being located at the sentence breaks, or
they are formed separately, which makes the commonly
used method of calculating Branch Entropy with external
statistical information not very suitable.

Based on the above considerations, this paper proposes a
method for discovering new words from product comments using
Mutual Information and improved Branch Entropy, which take
into account all the characteristics of product reviews. Unlike the
traditional statistical neologism recognition method, this method
combines three statistical methods—Mutual Information, Sup-
port, and Branch Entropy—with rule-based methods such as
symbol, stop word, emoji, and dictionary filtering.

Given the characteristics of product reviews, the two methods
based on statistical filtering support and Branch Entropy are
improved. Firstly, the word expansion algorithm based on
Mutual Information is performed on the preprocessed and
segmented strings in order to calculate the co-occurrence word
frequency with the left and right adjacent words. When the
co-occurrence word frequency reaches a threshold, the Mutual
Information is calculated. If both the Co-occurrence Frequency
and Mutual Information reach the threshold, they will be merged
together, and continue to calculate outwards until the judgment
conditions are no longer being met. The word expansion

procedure is completed, and inputs the expanded words into the
potential word set. This method of potential word expansion
has improved the extraction efficiency of new words formed by
multi-word word formation patterns such as “1 + 2”, “2 + 1”,
“3 + 1”. Secondly, an improved support filtering algorithm
is proposed to define various filtering thresholds for words of
different lengths. The method filters potential words to obtain
a candidate new words set To some extent, this solves the
problem where the filtering accuracy of the existing new word
recognition methods is not high for low-frequency and multi-
word new words. Thirdly, an improved method for calculating
Branch Entropy is proposed for optimizing the calculations on
the left and right branch entropies of the candidate new words
set, taking into account that the candidate new words are located
at the broken sentence. The method also solves the problem
of inaccurate Branch Entropy calculation caused by a part of
new words often being located in broken sentences of product
comments. Finally, the method uses a dictionary to filter old
words and generate a new word set. The proposed method
mainly includes two aspects, shown as Figure 1.

• Obtain a potential word set. The pre-processing and word
segmentation of the corpus are required. The commodity
comment corpus is crawled for the pre-process of de-
noising and sentence break labelling, and the NLPIR
Chinese word segmentation system is used to segment the
corpus. A word extension algorithm based on Mutual
Information is used to obtain a potential word set. After
word segmentation, all word strings are regarded as possible
to form a part of the new word, and the left and right
word expansion based on the Co-occurrence Frequency and
Mutual Information are cycled to obtain the potential word
set. This process fully considers the various combinations
of new words that may appear, thereby improving the
efficiency of new word extraction.

• Obtaining a new word set. Candidate new word sets
are obtained by means of the improved support filtering
algorithm. This algorithm handles the various frequencies
of new words with different word lengths in the corpus
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and uses different standard filters to obtain candidate
new word sets for potential words with different word
lengths. Based on the algorithm of improved Branch
Entropy filtering for further filtering product reviews tend
to be short and fragmented, which inevitably leads to a
special condition Some new words are often located at
the sentence breaks. We propose an improved method of
Branch Entropy to address this particular situation. This
filtering process given the characteristics of commodity
reviews improves the overall performance of the method
for newword recognition.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a brief review
of related works is given. The mechanism for acquiring potential
word sets is described in Section 3, new word sets acquisition is
described in Section 4, the experiments and analysis are given
in Section 5, and conclusions are presented in Section 6

2. RELATED WORKS

This section reviews the current works on new word recognition,
roughly divided into three methods: statistics-based, rule-based,
and a combination of the two.

2.1 Rule-Based New Word Recognition
Method

Rule-based new word recognition methods generally statistically
summarize word formation rules through word features and
use linguistics to analyze new words’ possible word formation
patterns to build models. Mei L.L. et al. [1] extracts the top new
words by combining multiple statistical language knowledge.
Qin Y. et al. [2] uses feature templates to extract local context
features. Yan L. et al. [3] proposed dynamic features that
characterize the similarity of context patterns. Cabrera O.
et al. [4] analyzed the current state of the art of context models
and articulated different phases of a context life cycle to change
such services’ behavior. Huang M. et al. [5] designed statistical
measures to quantify the utility of a lexical pattern and measure
the possibility of a word being a new word. Zhang M. et al.
[6] presents an informal word for detecting joint segmentation
models’ integration. Finnimore P. et al. [7] completes single-
language and multi-language complex word identification (CWI)
through selected features and simple learning models to provide
a strong baseline for this field’s future development. This kind
of method generally has a strong domain and may have higher
accuracy in specific fields, but less portable and manual labeling
of the corpus is time-consuming and laborious. If low-frequency
new words are filtered to ensure accuracy, it will be challenging
to identify low-frequency new words.

2.2 Statistics-Based New Word Recognition
Method

The new word recognition method reveals new words through
various statistical strategies with statistical information. It

is generally used in recognition of new words under large-
scale corpus. Tang Z. et al. [8] proposed SCRFs, a parallel
optimization of CRFs based on the Resilient Distributed Datasets
(RDD) in the Spark computing framework. He K. et al. [9]
proposed an anchor word selection method, which linked the
co-occurrence probability of words with similar words. Wang
Y. W. et al. [10] proposed a new simple feature selection
method that can effectively filter redundant features. Sun X.
et al. [11] proposed a new training method, adaptive online
gradient descent based on feature frequency information. Using
the time distribution information of words and users’ attention,
Zhu Z. et al. [12] proposed an improved TF-IDF algorithm to
identify new words in network news. Wei W. et al. [13] extracts
strongly semantically related compound words according to the
conditional co-occurrence in the document, effectively avoiding
polysemy. In addition to social media [14] such as Weibo and
Post Bar, new word recognition is also widely used in other
fields. Li X. et al. [15] proposed an improved support vector
machine algorithm to detect unknown words in Song poetry.
Wang W. et al. [16] proposed a framework of recurrent neural
networks with morpheme representation for Mongolian named
entity recognition. Li W. et al. [17] proposed an improved
statistical method based on EMI to detect new words in the
tourism field [18]. This kind of method has strong adaptability
and portability, but it must have a large-scale corpus to ensure
training accuracy.

2.3 Statistics-Based and Rule-Based New Word
Recognition Method

The method based on the combination of statistics and rules
is currently the most common new word statistical method.
Zhao L. et al. [19] combined the bidirectional LSTM
segmentation model with two character-level language models
that use a gate mechanism. Chen X. et al. [20] proposed a
knowledge sharing trans-multi-criteria learning algorithm based
on multiple heterogeneous segmentation. Zhang M.Z. et al. [21]
transformed the problem of new word discovery into calculating
the probability of word formation and the annotation of word
position. Tian J. et al. [22], a convolutional neural network
model with part-of-speech tagging and word double embedding
is proposed to deal with text multi-classification problem. Chen
Z. et al. [23] proposed a fault knowledge extraction method
based on deep learning. Wang L. et al. [24] proposed a
document-level optimization method named entity recognition
(NER) and used LSTM to classify words. Zhang J. et al. [25]
introduced the parameter λ during an active learning iteration
process to control the number of selected repeating samples to
ensure the diversity of the selected samples, and at the same
time according to the uncertainty of the word annotation results
and the diversity of the context in the samples Sex. This kind
of method can complement the previous two methods and give
play to their respective advantages.

Based on the existing theoretical basis, we consider the
short text, fragmented content, high repetition rate, and other
characteristics of the product review corpus. Additionally, the
difficulty of word formation is different for the different number
of words and new words are often located at sentence breaks.
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Table 1 Examples of pre-processing and word segmentation.

Example of pre-processing and word segmentation process

New words: (Nice)
(1) Sourcetext

(Holiday delivery is also very fast, Nice!)
(2) Pre-processed text
(3) The text after participle / / / / / / / / / / 

This article proposed a mechanism of improved support and
improved Branch Entropy. It advances the recognition effect of
multi-word neologisms and neologisms, which are often located
at sentence breaks, and dramatically improves the problem of low
recognition rate and recall rate of standard new word recognition
methods in specific areas product reviews.

3. ACQUISITION OF POTENTIAL
WORD SETS

First, we need to preprocess 100,000 product reviews crawling
from JD Mall, including the five categories: “food reviews”,
“shoe reviews”, “clothes reviews”, “cosmetics reviews”,
and “game software reviews”. The processed corpus is
adopted in the NLPIR Chinese word segmentation system for
word segmentation. A word extension algorithm based on
Co-occurrence Frequency and Mutual Information is run with
the word strings, while expanded word strings are the input into
the potential word set after word segmentation.

3.1 Product Comments Pre-Processing and
Segmentation

(1) Product comments pre-processing:

The product review text is different from the ordinary text
and contains a lot of noise data. In order to improve
the accuracy of new word recognition, the text must be
preprocessed in advance. The pretreatment work is mainly
divided into the two steps.

(i) Delete redundant data. This step deletes stop
words, spaces, punctuation marks, special symbols,
emoticons, links and other useless symbols

(ii) Mark the sentence breaks. This article treats English
letters, spaces, punctuation marks, special symbols,
and emoticons as broken sentences,and replaces them
with the uncommon word " " as a label.

(2) Chinese word segmentation:

This paper uses the NLPIR Chinese word segmentation
system to segment the corpus of pre-processed product
comments. The NLPIR Chinese word segmentation system
is a popular word segmentation tool for word segmentation
with superior performance in terms of both accuracy and
speed.

Algorithm 1 The procedure for product comment corpus pre-
processing and word segmentation
Input: Product comment corpus M
Output: A string list, WordList, after word segmentation
1. M1=Split&MarkSymbol(M)
2. M1=Split&MarkAlpha(M)
3. M1=Split&MarkSpace(M)
4. M1=Split&MarkEmoticons(M)
5. Return M1
6. WordList=NLPIR(M1)
7. Return WordList

The specific pre-processing and word segmentation process
are shown in Table 1.

The procedures for specific corpus pre-processing and word
segmentation are described in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 is comprised of two parts The first part (Steps
1–5) filters out the punctuation marks, spaces, emoticons in the
corpus, and marks the deleted position. The second part (Steps
6 and 7) runs the NLPIR Chinese word segmentation system and
obtains the word string after word segmentation.

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 can be calculated. Only
the crawled original product review text is traversed once, and
the time complexity is O(n). The preprocessed text deletes and
marks the English letters, spaces, punctuation marks, special
symbols, emoticons, and other data not related to the recognized
new words. After pre-processing, the time required for the
subsequent scanning of the corpus is significantly reduced.

3.2 Obtain Potential Word Sets Through
Co-Occurrence Frequency and
Mutual Information

In order to ensure the efficiency of extracting new words formed
by multi-word word formation patterns such as “1+2”, “2+1”,
“3 + 1”, etc., this paper the extraction of new words in an
expanded manner. Firstly, we should determine whether the
Mutual Information (between the word string and its adjacent
words) reaches a given threshold. If the Mutual Information
reaches the threshold, the adjacent words are merged into the
word string as a new word string. Then, the merging process
is repeated for this new word string with its adjacent words
until the Mutual Information less than the threshold. At last,
we get the final expanded word string, and export this final word
string into the potential word set. Since Mutual Information
calculation methods are sensitive to data sparseness, this paper
focuses on filtering out low-frequency combinations through
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Figure 2 A basic flow to acquire potential word sets.

Co-occurrence Frequency before calculating Mutual Infor-
mation. The Mutual Information (MI) and Co-occurrence
Frequency (CF) are calculated as follows.

(1) Mutual Information (MI):

Mutual Information is used as an internal statistic to
calculate the degree of internal combination of new words in
the task of new-word recognition. The calculation formula
of Mutual Information is:

M I (X, Y ) = log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
, (1)

where p(x, y) represents the probability, while x and y
appear together in the corpus; meanwhile, p(x) and p(y)

represent the probability of x and y appear alone in the
corpus, respectively.

(2) Co-occurrence Frequency (CF):

Co-occurrence Frequency refers to the frequency of the
word w adjacent to the left (right) adjacent word in the
text field.

The flow chart for the extraction of latent words is shown in
Figure 2.

The procedure for potential word acquisition is shown as
Algorithm 2:

Algorithm 2 for extracting potential words uses the
Co-occurrence Frequency (CF) and Mutual Information (BE)
to expand the WordList after word segmentation. If both CF and
BE reach the set threshold, the extension condition is satisfied.
During the combination of a string and its adjacent words, the
judgment continues with the next adjacent word until the string
no longer meets the condition. The result is added to the potential
word string CanList1. In Algorithm 2, the steps from Step 1 to
Step 11 are the expansion of the left adjacent word. First, a loop
is set to iteratively obtain the word string “CanWord” from the
word list after word segmentation The characters in the jth string
on the left side of “CanWord” are repeatedly obtained from right
to left (at most 5 characters are obtained). And afterwards, we

Algorithm 2 A procedure of acquiring potential word sets based
on Co-occurrence Frequency and Mutual Information.
Input: A word list, denoted as WordList
Output: A potential word list denoted as CanList1
1. for (int i=1; i<=WordList.length; i++) {
2. CanWord=WordList[i]
3. for (int j=i-1;j>=i-5;j–){
4. for (char c : j){
5. if(Freq(CanWord,c)>FTH)&&MI(CanWord, c)>MTH){
6. CanWord=c+CanWord
7. }else{
8. goto step12;
9. }

10. }
11. }
12. for (int j=i+1; j <=i+6; j++) {
13. for (char c : j){
14. if(Freq(CanWord,c)>FTH)&&M1(CanWord,

c)>MTH){
15. CanWord=CanWord+c
16. }else{
17. goto step21;
18. }
19. }
20. }
21. CanList1.add(CanWord)}
22. Return CanList1

calculate the Co-occurrence Frequency and Mutual Information
of the “CanWord” and the adjacent word c on the left, combine c
into “CanWord” if a threshold is reached, and continue to judge
the selection condition on Step 5. If the threshold is not met, the
program will jump out of the loop and expand the right adjacent
word from Step 12 to Step 20. The method is the same as the
extension of the left adjacency. When the right adjacent word’s
expansion is completed, an add function is applied to output the
potential word string CanList1.
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Figure 3 The basic procedure for acquiring a new word set.

We analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 2 as follows:
As Step 1 and 2 traverse the word segmentation WordList

to obtain “CanWord”, the time complexity is O(n). In Step 3
for getting the adjacent words from the right to left side, the
algorithm with the limitation of word length is set to get at most
5 characters for each side.

According to the limitation, the maximum time complexity is
O(5*n). Step 4 and 5 run a loop to get Freq and MI. The loop is
only performed up to 5 times, so the complexity is O(25*n). The
steps from Step 12 to Step 20 are the same as above. The steps
take 5 adjacent characters on the right side, and obtain Freq and
MI. This part of algorithm complexity is O(50*n) Consequently,
the overall algorithm exhibits a linear-order time complexity.

4. ACQUISITION OF NEW WORD SETS

Since there are many potential words with errors as well as
words in the dictionary of the potential word set obtained through
Mutual Information expansion, further filtering is required. This
paper proposes the filtering method of improved support and
improved Branch Entropy to filter potential word sets. The
method filters out the old words through the existing dictionary
to complete the newword recognition of product reviews. The
specific process is shown in Figure 3.

4.1 Potential Word Filtering Based on
Improved Support

According to statistics, many new words in commodity reviews,
especially in the same kind of commodity reviews,are often used
repeatedly. Because of the high repetition rate of new words in
the same kind of commodity reviews corpus, this paper proposes

a filtering method based on improved support for the coarse-
grained filtering of potential words.

According to the rules of word formation in Chinese, we find
that the difficulty of word formation is different for a different
number of words, so the number of new words with a different
number of words in the corpus also varies greatly. Hence, this
paper proposed an improved support calculation method which
compares the frequency of candidate words in product reviews
with the frequency of words of the same length as the candidate
words in the dictionary. The method of random selection
according to the relevance of the product is adopted to reduce
the impact of data sparseness. The annotation set under similar
commodities is extracted as a supplement for the calculation of
improved support for candidate words. The specific definitions
are as follows.

Definition 1 Improved Support (ISUP)

ISUP = P(c1)

Pn(c)
+ P(c2)

Pn(c)
, (2)

where P(c1) represents the frequency of candidate word c
appearing in the comment of the commodity, P(c2) represents
the frequency of candidate word c appearing in the comment
of 300 items of 10 similar commodities, and Pn(c) represents
the frequency of a candidate word with the same length as c
appearing in the dictionary.

The support filtering algorithm for potential words is:
Step 1 establishes the support thresholds for the improved

support for the length of from 2 to 5 word strings in this article.
After many experiments, it was judged that when the support
thresholds for strings with the assigned lengths were set as
STH(2)=0.45, STH(3)=0.25, STH(4)=0.4, STH(5)=0.15, the F
value of the new word recognition algorithm in this paper reaches
70.80 as the highest value. Step 2–5 are focused on filtering
the improved support for the candidate word “canWord” in the
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Algorithm 3 A new word candidate acquisition algorithm based
on improved support filtering.

Input: Potential word string CanList1
Output: Candidate new words string CanList2

1. STH(length):STH(2)=0.45,STH(3)=0.25,STH(4)=0.4,
STH(5)=0.15

2. for (canWord : CanList1) {
3. if(ISUP(canWord)>STH(canWord.length)){
4. CanList2.add(canWord) }
5. Return CanList2

potential word string CanList1, and finally, the candidate new
word string CanList2, is returned.

We analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 3 as follows:
By traversing the potential word string CanList1 once, and

calculating the support of the potential word “canWord”, the
algorithm’s time complexity is O(n) after counting the word
frequency.

4.2 Candidate New Word Filtering Based on
Improved Branch Entropy

Two of the most commonly-used methods for calculating the
boundaries of new words in existing new word recognition
methods are: Branch Entropy (BE) and Adjacency Variety (AV).
Branch Entropy, as a kind of external statistic, can be used to
calculate the uncertainty of new words and their adjacent words.
If the entropy of adjacency is higher, the uncertainty is more
significant, the degree of free use is greater, and it can be used
with more strings, and the probability of word formation is also
greater.

In this paper, the advanced calculation method of Branch
Entropy is adapted to the characteristics of product reviews.
Because the text of product reviews is colloquial and non-
standard, a great deal of fragmented review information appears
as disorderly. Many new words are located at the sentence
breaks or are used alone. When calculating the Branch Entropy
of candidate new words, there is a lack of adjacent words or
even no adjacent words, and the calculation method of ordinary
Branch Entropy does not specify how the candidate words are
calculated at the sentence boundary. Hence, this paper proposes
an improved method for calculating Branch Entropy.

In this study, the stop words, spaces, punctuation marks,
special symbols, and emojis are regarded as sentence breaks.
When one of candidate new words is at the sentence break, the
method of using the adjacent word cannot calculate the true
degree of freedom of the candidate new word, such as these
sentences, “red is very nice”, “It is very nice!”, and “This shoe is
really nice.” The candidate’s new word “nice” is mostly located
at the sentence break, and it will be minimal when calculating its
adjacent entropy, which is a severe error. According to statistics,
most new words can be formed when candidate new words are
located at sentence breaks, and when a new candidate word is
often located at a sentence break, the situation of adjacency
contains information that can independently form new candidate
words. Therefore, we make the following improvements to the
Branch Entropy.

Algorithm 4 A new words string acquisition algorithm based on
improved support filtering.

Input: Candidate new words string CanList2
Output: new words string CanList4

1. for(X:CanList2){
2. Calculate the Branch Entropy HL(X) and HR(X)

3. if(HL(X) > H L_T H &&HR(X) > H R_T H {
4. CanList3.add(X) } }
5. for(X:CanList3){
6. if(!OldWordList.contain(X))
7. CanList4.add(X) } }
8. Return CanList4

In the Branch Entropy calculation, the frequency of the
candidate new words located at the broken sentence is counted,
and the Branch Entropy located at the broken sentence is
increased. The specific definitions are:

Definition 2 Improved Branch Entropy (IBE)

HL(X) =
∑

Xl∈Dl

P(Xl|X ) log P(Xl|X) + w1 ∗ HZ(X), (3)

HR(X) =
∑

Xr∈Dr

P(Xr |X) log P(Xr |X) + w2 ∗ HZ(X), (4)

HZ(X) = N(Z , X )

N(X)
, (5)

where HZ(X) is the frequency of the candidate new word, X , at
the sentence break, w1 and w2 are the enhancement coefficients
of the left and right sentence information entropy respectively,
X represents the candidate new word, Dl represents the left
adjacent word set of X except X at the sentence break, Dr
represents the right adjacent word set of X except X at the
sentence break, P(Xl|X) represents the conditional probability
of Xl is left adjacent word of X , and P(Xr|X) represents the
conditional probability of Xr is right adjacent word of X .

The candidate’s external statistics were obtained by calculat-
ing the improved Branch Entropy of candidate new words. When
the left and right Branch Entropy of candidate new words reached
the set threshold, the filter conditions were satisfied. Then the old
words were filtered out through existing dictionaries to obtain the
new word set. The specific filtering algorithm based on improved
Branch Entropy is:

Algorithm 4 is comprised of two parts. The first part (Steps
1–4) calculates the left and right improved Branch Entropy (IBE)
of the candidate new word string. When both are greater than
the set threshold, pass the filter. The second part (Steps 5–7)
removes old words, applies the existing dictionary to filter out
old words in the dictionary, and finally obtains the new word set.

We analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 4 as follows:
The steps (Steps 1–4) traverse the candidate’s new word string

CanList2 and calculate the improved Branch Entropy to obtain
CanList3. Because the word frequency information is already
available, the time complexity is O(n). In Steps 5–7 we compare
and filter CanList3 with the existing dictionary, import the
dictionary into the hashset, and use the hashset method to check
the existing dictionary with the time complexity of O(1), so the
CanList3 is traversed only once. The required time complexity
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Table 2 Examples of new words for product reviews.

Some examples of neologisms

(cheating), (nice), (ok), (super), (green with envy), 
(anxious), (boyfriend), (none of your business), 

( argumentative person), ( playboy), ( anything) 

Table 3 Newword recognition steps and quantity changes.

Name Amount

Canlist1 1673
Canlist2 1069
Canlist3 768
Canlist4 432

of the steps is O(n). The overall time complexity of the algorithm
is O(2n).

By means of the proposed four algorithms, new-word
recognition was carried out with 100,000 reviews in the product
review corpus. A total of 432 new words were recognized. Some
examples are shown in Table 2.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
ANALYSIS

5.1 Experimental Data

Considering the diversity of reviews and users’ coverage, we
chose JD Mall as the experimental platform. This experiment
used the crawler tool to crawl the comment information under
JD Mall.

5.2 Evaluation Criteria

In this experiment, the accuracy rate (P), recall rate (R), and
F value are adopted as the performance evaluation indicators
for the task of discovering new words. The specific calculation
formula is:

P = TN

N
∗ 100%, (6)

R = TN

M
∗ 100%, (7)

F = 2 ∗ P ∗ R

P + R
, (8)

where TN represents the number of new words correctly
recognized by the algorithm, N represents the total number of
new words acquired by the algorithm, and M represents the
number of new words in the experimental corpus.

5.3 Experimental Method

To verify the effect of product review new word recognition
method based on Mutual Information and improved Branch

Entropy on product review newword recognition, this study
conducted the experiments using product reviews obtained from
JD Mall.

Step 1: Obtain product review corpus. Web crawlers are used
to crawl about 100,000 product reviews as experimental data
from JD Mall, and to divide them into five categories: “food
review”, “shoe review”, “clothing review”, “cosmetics review”,
and “game software review”.

Step 2: Pre-process the experimental corpus. The exper-
imental corpus was used to filter out stop words, English
letters, and other noise reduction operations; the NLPIR Chinese
word segmentation system was used for word segmentation
corresponding to Algorithm 1.

Step 3: Obtain potential word sets. The word expansion
algorithm is adopted based on word frequency and Mutual
Information to filter and expand the word strings obtained after
word segmentation to obtain potential word sets corresponding
to Algorithm 2.

Step 4: Obtain new word sets. Filtering the improved latent
words with improved support filtering algorithm and filtering
algorithm with improved Branch Entropy are proposed to avoid
duplication with the existing dictionary to obtain new word sets
corresponding to Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.

To verify the effectiveness of the new-word recognition
algorithm, two additional experiments were conducted for the
purpose of comparison.

• Experiment 2 adopts a newword recognition method
without a word segmentation tool. Firstly, the corpus is
pre-processed, and then the word expansion is performed
on the uncut word corpus from left to right word frequency
and Mutual Information calculation to obtain candidate new
words. The adjacent entropy and dictionary are filtered to
obtain new words.

• Experiment 3 uses traditional N-Gram-based segmenta-
tion of experimental corpus and then recognizes new words
by calculating Mutual Information and Branch Entropy.

5.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The new word recognition results obtained by the above
experiments are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Examples of
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Table 4 Examples of extracting new words.

Reviews New words

Food review

, , , , , , ,
, , , , … 

Shoe review

, , , , , , , 
, , , , , … 

Clothing review

, , , , , , ,
, , ,  … 

Cosmetics review

, , , , , , , ,
, , , … 

, , , , , , , 

Game software review

, , , , , , , , , 
, , , … 

Table 5 Influence table of support threshold parameters.

Topic Support threshold (STH) Precision Recall F

First

STH(2)=0.4 66.47 60.34 63.26
STH(3)=0.2

STH(4)=0.35
STH(5)=0.1

Second

STH(2)=0.45 72.33 69.34 70.80
STH(3)=0.25
STH(4)=0.4

STH(5)=0.15

Third

STH(2)=0.5 68.20 63.91 65.98
STH(3)=0.3

STH(4)=0.45
STH(5)=0.2

new words obtained from experiments are shown in Table 5, and
the comparative experimental results are shown in Table 6

In this experiment, the number is counted during the entire
process of newword recognition. First, expand the word by
Algorithm 2 based on Co-occurrence Frequency and Mutual
Information. The number of possible word strings in the word set
after expansion is 1673. Then 1069 candidate new word strings
are obtained by Algorithm 3 that improves support filtering.
Finally the number of new words is 432 obtained by Algorithm 4
after improved Branch Entropy filtering and dictionary filtering.
The results are shown in Table 3.

From the examples in Table 4 showing the extraction of
new words, it can be seen that most of the new words are
correctly recognized, and some three-character new words and
four-character new words that are difficult to recognize using
traditional methods are also accurately recognized.

In Step 4, the improved support method proposed in this paper
is used to filter the potential word set. This method filters words
of different lengths with different thresholds. Table 5 and Figure
4 clearly show the influence of the improved support parameter
on the final experiment. The final experiment shows that
when STH(2)=0.45, STH(3)=0.25, STH(4)=0.4, STH(5)=0.15
the proposed method works best.

It can be seen from the experimental results in Table 4 that
the new word recognition method based on Mutual Information

and improved Branch Entropy proposed in this paper has better
performance in recognizing new words in product reviews.
Compared with results from Experiment 2, the experimental
precision, recall rate, and F value have been improved with the
proposed method. Compared with results from Experiment 3,
although the recall rate is slightly reduced, the precision and F
value is significantly improved.

In the experiment the new word recognition method does
not use the word segmentation tool, but directly expands the
corpus of uncut words from left to right based on MI to obtain
new words. Although this method avoids the garbage word
string generated by word cutting, there is poor recognition of
low-frequency words Although there is a reasonable accuracy
rate, the recall rate is low. Experiment 2 tests the traditional
new word recognition method (i.e., N-Gram + MI + BE) that
uses the N-Gram to perform word segmentation and then makes
judgments by the internal formation probability of a word and
the external formation probability of a word. However, due to
the N-Gram method’s low recognition accuracy for a new word
made up of multiple words, the overall accuracy is relatively low.

In terms of method, word expansion is conducted using
Algorithm 2 to obtain a word set. Then, Algorithm 3 is applied
to filter the words based on the improved support method to
obtain the candidate new word set, by adjusting the filtering
requirements for the potential words of a different number of
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Table 6 Experiment results for new word discovery.

Method Precision Recall F-Measure

Proposed method 72.33 69.34 70.80
Experiment 2 70.45 63.79 66.95
Experiment 3 53.22 71.45 61.00

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

First Second Third

Precision Recall F

Figure 4 The influence graph of improved support threshold parameter.

 

0%
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20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%

MI+ISUP+IBE MI+BE N-Gram+MI+BE

Precision Recall F-measure

Figure 5 Comparison of experiment results.

words and to reduce the filtering requirements of three-character
and five-character words. As can be seen from Figure 4, the
recall rate of multi-word new words has been dramatically
improved. Finally, the improved support filtering method of
Algorithm 4 is used to refine the candidate new word set
This method changes the procedure for calculating the Branch
Entropy, and increases the candidate new word Branch Entropy
according to the frequency of the candidate new word at the
sentence breaks. To some extent, it solves the problem of new
words often being located in broken sentences, which leads
to inaccurate filtering based on adjacent entropy, and further
improves the accuracy of new words recognition in this paper. As
a whole, the experimental results show that, in terms of product
reviews, the new word recognition method proposed in this paper
is superior to the other two methods tested for comparison.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the characteristics of product reviews, this paper
proposes a method of discovering new words from product
comments based on Mutual Information and improved Branch
Entropy. By means of the proposed method, new words in

product reviews can be extracted quickly and accurately. The
acquired new words can be used for research on users’ privacy
preferences, privacy boundaries,etc. The words can also provide
important data for research work on privacy as a basic element
of users’ privacy protection The main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

(1) Combining the frequency and Mutual Information judg-
ment method, the word string after word segmentation is
expanded wordbyword to extract possible new words. This
method of word expansion has improved the extraction
efficiency of new words formed by multi-word word
formation patterns such as “1 + 2”, “2 + 1”, and “3 + 1”.

(2) This paper proposes a filtering method based on improved
support, which sets different filtering thresholds for words
with different word lengths. This method is used to filter
words to obtain the candidate set of new words and, to some
extent, it solves the problem that the filtering accuracy of
the existing new word recognition methods is not high for
low-frequency multi-word new words.

(3) This paper proposes a filtering method based on improved
Branch Entropy that calculates the left and right Branch
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Entropy of the candidate set of new words and takes
into account cases where the candidate new words are
located in broken sentences. Also, it solves the problem
of inaccurate Branch Entropy calculation caused by parts
of new words often being located in broken sentences in
product comments.

The experimental results show that the proposed mechanisms
significantly improve the precision, recall rate, and F value of
new word discovery. In the future, the new word recognition
of product reviews will provide a valuable basis for researches
on user privacy issues such as privacy preference, privacy
protection, and information privacy boundaries, to name a few.
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